CHARACTER BIOS
DINER LADY – MRS. BAKER – Behind Counter
❖ Wise, sarcastic hard ass who always has an answer for everything
❖ Cares about Madson a lot
❖ Wants Madson to start working again

MISS RICHMOND - Richmond Apt
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Famous/ Rich
Values beauty and money
Loves the arts
Disappointed in son for being more like his father
Does not want money to go to Diamond Corp shares, would rather it go
to Fin

FIANCE – REESE – Richmond Apt
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Smart
Works for Diamond Corp as CEO
All work
Charming
Likes money

INFORMATION
Mrs. Baker:
Reminds player to got to areas people
frequent for more info
“The walls have ears” – sometimes
workers know more than the owners.
The poor hear and see everything, not
asking the right people

Miss Richmond & Fiancé:
They only have money in common and
Miss Winslet does not want her son to
inherit her fortune. Wants it to go to
someone who appreciates where it came
from (the arts).
Fiancé:
Behind the murder of Finn and
purposefully misleads player.

BOUNCER – Night Club
❖ Brute like
❖ Not friendly
❖ Intimidating

A.I. – Walker Sisters & Co. Talent Agency [Like Mass Effect
Avina | Stands on pedestal]
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Cannot lie
Uses logic to answer
Has preset answers
Famous acting quotes (cliché)
Arthur in Passenger

NORA ROBERTS– Coffee Shop [Sitting outside at table

A.J. Sutton & Nora:
Working together to create a romantic
comedy. Want Finn to play the lead role.

same as ones Kim made]
❖ Producer
❖ Always in a rush
❖ Loud

A.J. SUTTON – Diner [Sitting at counter typing on laptop/
tablet]

A.J. Sutton & Kruger:
Both a part of entertainment industry
and hate each other.

❖ Writer
❖ Dry and likes to be alone
❖ Somber

KRUGER – Night Club
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Happy
Confident
Young
Bright Eyed
Independent producer

Kruger:
Will never meet him.

Dancer:
Best friend of Fin and knows all about his
project and life as an exotic dancer.

DANCER- Destiny
❖ Kind hearted
❖ Single mum trying to keep it together
❖ Form lower wards

Bartender:
Knows little. Able to cut this character.
Highlighted Characters have been cut.

BARTENDER
❖ Gives random advice
❖ Likes to listen
❖ Friendly

FINN - MISSING
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Handsome
Secretive
Fun/ Enthusiastic
Aspiring Actor
Exotic Dancer (Secret)
Knows how to dancer
Working on an unknown project

